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A Hermitian design H(q) consists of the points and Hermitian unitals of 
PG(2, q2). A committee of H(q) is a blocking set of H(q) of minimum cardinality 
b(H(q)). It is proved that the committees of H(3) are the lines of PG(2, 9) and, for 
all odd q, that 2q + 2 ~< b(H(q)) < (1 + 7 In q)(q2 + 1 ) q-t. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
A t - (v, k, 2) design is a set of v points and a collection of distinguished 
subsets of size k called blocks, such that every subset of t points lies in 
precisely 2 blocks. A hitting set of a design I is a set of points of I which 
contains at least one point of every block of L A hitting set which contains 
no block is called a blocking set of / .  We write h(1) and b(I), respectively, 
to denote the minimum cardinalities of hitting sets and blocking sets of L 
Blocking sets of cardinality b(I) are called committees of / .  
A (Hermitian) unital H of the projective plane H = PG(2, q2), q odd, is 
the set of all points with homogeneous coordinates (x, y, z) which satisfy 
(xyz) A(xqyqzq)t=O where A is .a fixed non-singular Hermitian matrix. 
Every unital H is a blocking set of H: each line of H is tangent (meeting 
H in one point) or a secant hat meets H in q + 1 points. Thus, H induces 
on H the structure of a unitary design; i.e., the structure of a 
2 - (q3 + 1, q + 1, 1 ) design. 
Throughout he paper, we write H or H(q) to denote PG(2, q2) where q 
is odd. We write H(q) to denote the incidence structure which consists of 
the points of H as points and the unitals of H as blocks. The plane H 
admits the doubly transitive automorphism group G = PGL(3, q2). Since G 
preserves unitals, H(q) is a 2--  (v, k, 2) design. Since the unitary subgroup 
of G has order (q3 + 1) q3(q2 _ 1), it is routine to verify that the parameters 
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are v=q4+q2+l ,  k=q3+l ,  and )~=q4(q2-1).  We call H(q) the 
Hermitian design of H. One of the goals of this paper is to prove 
THEOREM 1. For odd q, 2q+ 2<~b(H(q))<(1 + 7 lnq)(q2 + l )q  1 
Two designs defined on the same point set are called mutually blocking 
or mutually committing, respectively, if every block of each design is a 
blocking set or a committee of the other design. Thus, H and H(q) are 
mutually blocking designs. A widely known theorem of Bruen [2, 3] 
asserts that the committees of H are the Baer subplanes of H, i.e., the sub- 
planes of order q. Let B(H) denote the design defined on the point set of 
H by using the Baer subplanes of H as blocks. Jungnickel [-8] has proved 
that the committees of B(H) are the lines of H, so H and B(H) are 
mutually committing designs. If I is a design with a doubly transitive 
automorphism group, then the committees of I form a design C(I) on the 
point set of / ,  which we call the committee design of L Thus, the Bruen and 
Jungnickel results can be formulated as C(H)= B(H) and CZ(H)= H. 
In the case q = 3, we can improve Theorem 1 to b(H(q)) = 10. In fact, we 
obtain the following characterization f PG(2, 9). 
THEOREM 2. PG(2, 9) is the committee design of H(3). 
It follows that C3(H(3))=C(H(3)), so the sequence {Ci(H(3))} has 
period 2. Our final result is obtained by sharpening some of the arguments 
that produce the upper bound in Theorem 1. 
Remark 3. For q >1 23, b(H(q)) <~ q2; so C(H(q)) v L PG(2, q2). 
1. THE LOWER BOUND 
In section 1, we obtain the lower bound of Theorem 1 and prove 
Theorem 2. We represent the points and lines of H by homogeneous triples 
of elements of F= GF(q2). We write K to denote the subfield of F of order 
q and H[c, e] to denote the unital of H which is represented by the matrix 
(o ° o 
A= 1 e . 
eq eq eq + 1 
LEMMA 4. The lines (0 ,0 ,1 ) t=h and (1 ,0 ,0 ) t=g are tangent to 
H[c, e] at the respective points (1, O, O)= P and (0, -e  q, 1). 
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Proof The tangents to the unital of a matrix A are the lines (u, v, w)' 
which satisfy (u q,v q,w q)A-a(u,u,w) '=O:  see [6, pp. 47, 48]. The 
conclusions follow by computation. 
For b in K and non-zero a in F, we write L[a,b]  to denote 
{x ~ F I (ax) q + ax + b = 0 }; we define f :  F × F ~ K by f(e, s) = (e + sq) q+ 1. 
LEMMA 5. For r ¢ O, the point (r, s, 1) of  H is in H[c, e] if and only if 
c is in L :=L[r , f (e ,  s)]; L contains 0 if and only if e= -s  q. 
Proof The point (r,s, 1) is in H[c, e] if and only if O=(cr)q+cr+ 
eq+ 1 2V (es) q + es + s q+ 1 = (cr) q + cr + (e + sq) q+ 1 
LEMMA 6. Let Z 1 denote the collection of distinct sets L[a, 0] with 
0 ~ a ~ F. Then S 1 is a spread of F regarded as a vector space over K. The 
affine plane S determined by ~1 is Desarguesian. 
Proof Since y ~ yq is a linear transformation of F over K, each L[a, 0] 
is a subspace of F. The set L[a,O] contains the nonzero vector 
r=a la(q+l)/2, where a is a primitive root of F. Thus, the dimension of 
L[a, 0] is 1. If O¢ceF ,  then c is in L[rc- l ,  0], so the sets L[a,O] 
cover F. Since distinct one-dimensional subspaces intersect rivially, S~ 
is a spread. The Desarguesian plane of order q can be represented as the 
collection of cosets of the unique spread X 1 of F over K, so S must be 
Desarguesian. 
LEMMA 7. Every L[a, b] with OCaEF  and b~K is a coset of L[a, 0] 
and, hence, a line of S. Lines L[a, b] and L[c, d] are parallel if and only 
if ac -1 is in K; in particular, L[a, 0] =L[c, 0] if and only if ac i is in K. 
Proof Since the linear mapping x ~ (ax) q + ax from F to K is surjec- 
tire, there is an e in K with (ae)q+ae= -b .  Then e+L[a ,  0]_L [a ,  b]. 
Equality of these sets is a consequence of the fact that ILia, b] l~ <q. 
Since L[a, b] is parallel to L[a, 0] for all a and b, L[a, b] I[ L[c, d] if 
and only if L[a, 0] IlL[c, 0] if and only if L[a, 0] = L[c, 0]. It remains 
only to prove that the preceding equality is equivalent o the condition 
ac -1E K. Let 0 ~ x ~ L[a, 0]. Then ac Ix ~ L[c, 0]. Thus, L[a, 0] -- L[c, 0] 
if and only if ac- lx~L[a ,  0] if and only if ac -~ 6K. 
LEMMA 8 (Jamison [7, Theorem 1', p. 257], or see Brouwer and 
Schrijver [ 1 ]). Let F be a vector space ofdimension over a finite field 
K with q elements. Then any covering of the nonzero elements of F with 
hyperplanes not containing zero must consist of at least n (q -  1 ) hyperplanes. 
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LEMMA 9. Let B be a blocking set of H(q). Let g, h, l, be a non- 
concurrent triple of lines of H with [B n l[ = O. Then IB\(g u h)l >~ 2q - 2. 
Proof Coordinatize H with homogeneous triples so that I n h = P= 
(1,0,0), gnh=Q=(O,l ,O),  and lng=T=(O,O, 1). Then B\(guh) 
consists of points Rj=(rj, sj, 1)~ 1 ~<j~<i, where all rj and all sj are 
nonzero. By Lemma 4, every unital H[c, 0] is tangent o h at P and to g 
at T. Since P and Tare in l, they are not in B, so each H[c, 0] must contain 
some R k By Lemma 5, each nonzero c in F lies in Li := L[O, f(O, sj)] for 
some j ~< i, and no L~ contains the point 0. Lemma 8 yields the conclusion 
i~2q-2 .  
PROPOSITION 10. b(H(q)) >~ 2q + 2. 
Proof Assume, by way of contradiction, the existence of a blocking set 
B of H(H) of cardinality 2q + 1 or less. Choose distinct lines g, h of H to 
maximize ]Bn (guh)[ .  Since 2q+ 1 <q2, there is a point P in h\(Bwg), 
and P is incident with a line l with lCh and I/riB[ =0. By Lemma9, 
IBf~>2q-2~>4, so [Bn(gwh)[>14. A second application of Lemma9 
completes the proof. 
Proposition 10 supplies the lower bound of Theorem 1. We next proceed, 
in a series of steps, to prove Theorem 2, that the committees of H(3) are 
the lines of PG(2, 9). For the next four steps, we assume that q = 3; i.e., that 
H= H(3) = PG(2, 9). 
Step 1. Let B be a blocking set of H(3). Let g and h be distinct lines 
of H meeting in a point Q and satisfying [(g w h) n (B\{Q})I ~< 8, IB\hl <~ 8. 
Then [B\(g u h)l >~ 5. 
Proof Assume, by way of contradiction, that [B\(guh)l ~<4. Since 
I h n (B\ { Q })[ ~ 8, there is a point P' in h\(B w { Q } ); since I B\hl ~< 8, there 
is a line l' which satisfies t l 'n (Bu  {Q})I =0. Then Lemma9 yields the 
conclusion that B\(g ~ h) is a set of 4 points, which we denote by RI, R2, 
R3, R4. There is a line l through R 4 such that In  h =: P and l~g =: T are 
not in B. Coordinatize H so that P= (1, 0, 0), Q = (0, 1, 0), T= (0, 0, 1). 
For 1 ~<j~4, denote the coordinates of Rj by (rj, sj, 1); then s4 =0, but no 
rj is zero. 
Define L e := L[re, f(e, si)], J, := L~ w .-- u L 4. From the assumption 
I B\hl ~< 8, one concludes that I B n (g\ { Q })1 ~< 4. Thus, Lemma 4 guaran- 
tees the existence of at least five values of e such that H[c, e] is disjoint 
from g c~ B and h n B for all c. Fix one of these e's which also satisfies 
e¢-s  q for 1 ~i~<4. For every nonzero c, the unital H[c, e] contains a 
point Ri. By Lemma 5, Je is the set of eight nonzero points of the affine 
plane X. Then the four lines L~ are distinct, and two of the four are 
parallel, but no three are mutually parallel. 
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A similar argument shows that Jo contains all nine points c of S. Lines 
L~ and L~ are parallel if and only if L ° and L ° are parallel. Then the nine 
points of ~r are covered by a set of four of fewer lines, two of which are 
parallel to each other but not parallel to the other two. This impossibility 
completes the proof of Step 1. 
Step 2. Let B be a blocking set of H(3) with JB]~<10 so that B is 
neither a line nor an oval of H. Then there is a line h o f / /w i th  [B c~ hi = 3, 
and no three points of B\h are collinear. 
Proof Let h be a line which maximizes [Bc~h[. Then 3~<[Bc~h[~<9. 
Step 1 gives IB\hl ~>5. Then there is a line g'#h so that [(B\h)c~g'[ )2. 
Lemma 9 implies that [(g'wh)c~B] ~<6, so a second application of Step 1 
gives [B\h[~>7. Then [Bc~h] =3, and [B\h[=7. A third application of 
Step 1 gives [(B\h) c~ gl ~< 2 for every line g ¢ h. 
Step 3. Let B be a blocking set of H(3) with [B[ ~<10. Then B is either 
a line or an oval of H. 
Proof Assume, by way of contradiction, that B is neither a line nor an 
oval. Then, by Step 2, the 7 points of B\h must be joined to each other by 
21 distinct lines, 3 of which must meet in some point Q of h. Denote the 
points of B\h by R 1 . . . .  , R 7 so that the lines R2R3, R485, and R6R 7 :=g 
are incident with Q. For some i with 2 ~ i~< 5, the line RIRi intersects h
and R6R 7 in points P and T, respectively, which are not points of B. 
Without loss of generality, take i= 2. Let R 0 denote RiR2c~ R4R 5. Coor- 
dinatize H so that P= (1, 0, 0), Q = (0, 1, 0), and T= (0, 0, 1). Denote the 
coordinates of Ri by (ri, si, 1), 0 ~ i <~ 7. 
For e in F, let L~ denote Lira, f(e, sg)]; and let Je denote L~ w ..- u L;.  
If e is any one of the seven values with -e  3 #s6, s7, Lemma 4 guarantees 
that the unitals H[c, e] are tangent o g and h at points which do not 
belong to B. Every such H[c, e] must contain a point R~ for some i with 
1 ~< i~< 5. By Lemma 5, Je must contain all eight nonzero points of N for 
- s7  
Since r2 = r3 and r4 = rs, Lemma 7 gives L~ 1[ L 3 and L~ I[ L~. Clearly, the 
condition that lines L~ and L] be parallel is independent of the choice of e. 
We claim that L~ t~ L]. Suppose otherwise. Choose e with e¢  -s~ for all 
i ~< 7. By Lemma 5, neither L~ nor any of the four parallel lines L~, i~< 5, 
contains the point 0. Thus, the four constitute at most two distinct lines of 
a parallel class; and the five lines cannot cover all eight nonzero points of 
S, a contradiction. 
As -03  #s6, ST, the set Jo must contain all nonzero points of S and, in 
particular, the two nonzero points in L °. Since L ° and L ° are parallel to 
Lo ° and do not contain the point 0, they are disjoint from L °. L ° meets L ° 
only in the point 0, and L ° contains only one of the two nonzero points 
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of L °. Then L1 ° must contain the other. Since L ° also contains the point 0, 
0 LOo, so L ° ILL°4 • Then L~ IlL4 for all e. L I=  
To summarize, L~, L~, and L ;  are in one common parallel class while 
L~ and L ;  are in a different common class. 
Let G be the set of all e such that L~, L~, and L ;  are not distinct. Let 
H be the set of all e such that either L~ --- L 3 or L~ u L~ contains the point 
0. We prove that IG1>~7 and [H[>~5. It follows that ]Gc~H]>~3. Then 
there is an e in Gc~H with e:/= -s63, - s~;  for this e, one has the contra- 
diction that some non-zero c in S is not in Je, a contradiction which 
completes the proof of Step 3. 
If e4: - s~ for i=  1, 4, 5; none of L1, L4, Ls contains 0, so e is in G. 
Thus, it suffices to prove that G contains - s~ for some i in {1, 4, 5}. 
Suppose that 0= -s~ is not in G. Then L ° eL  °. Since r 4 =rs ,  f(0,  $4)z~ 
4 1=- -  4 Then f ( - -s~ s4)= 4 We may take s = s s. f (0 ,  s~); so s 4 ~ s~. 
3 3 4 - ss+s4)  =f( -s3 ,  ss)=:7--/=O. If c~=l, we take e=-s  3 and obtain 
f(e, s l )=f (e ,O)=-1=- f (e ,  s4). Since rl=/=r 4 while r~r41 is in K, one 
e e 3 is in G. The other concludes that r~=-r  4. Thus, LI=L4, and e=-s  5 
possibility is that e - - -  1, in which case a similar argument proves that 
- s  3 is in G. In all cases, IGI )7 .  
The lines L~ and L ;  are equal if and only if e 4= (e - I - s~)  4 if and only if 
e = xs~ where x 4 = (x + 1)4. The solutions are the roots of g(x) = x 3 + x + 
1-~ (x-1)(x2 + x-  1) which splits in F. Since the derivative g'(x)= 1, the 
roots are distinct; and L~ = L ;  for three values of e. Since 0 is in L~\U 3 for 
3 e- -0  and 0 is in U3\L ~ for e= -$3 ,  Igl )5 .  
Step 4. No oval is a blocking set of H(3). 
Proof By a well known theorem of Segr~, every oval is a conic. Since 
all conics are projectively equivalent, it suffices to prove that some conic of 
H is-disjoint from some unital of H. Let B be the conic consisting of the 
solutions to X 2 + y2 _ f i z  z = 0 where cr is a primitive root of F= GF(9). 
Let U be the unital of the identity matrix. Suppose that P = (x, y, z) is in 
B c~ U. Then x 2 + y2 _ o.z2 = 0 and x 4 + y4 + z 4 = 0. If z = 0, neither x nor y 
is 0, so one may take y = 1. Then x 2 = - 1 = x 4. By the contradiction, z ¢ 0; 
and we may take z = 1. Then x 2 _.}_y2 = o and x 4 -t-y 4= 2. Squaring the first 
equation and subtracting the result from the second yields xZy2= 
= 2 + 2or 2 = a4(1 + or2). Then 1 + a2 is a square, i.e., an even power of ~r. 
The contradiction follows easily. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Apply Steps 3 and 4. 
Remark 11 (Kitto [9]).  No oval is a blocking set of H(q) for any 
odd q. 
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2. THE UPPER BOUND 
A fractional hitting set of an incidence structure I is a function f from 
the points of I to the non-negative reals with the property that 
f (L )  := Xf(P) >~ 1 for each block L, where the sum is taken over all points 
P incident with L. Write I f ]  for Y~ f (P )  where the sum is taken over all P 
in L The fractional hitting number h*(I) is the minimum I f [  as f ranges 
over all fractional hitting sets of / .  
LEMMA 12 (Lovfisz and Stein; see, e.g., [4, Corollary 6.29]). Let I be a 
finite incidence structure, and r be the largest number of blocks incident with 
a point of L Then 
h(I) < (1 + in r) h*(I). 
We now present a proof of the upper bound of Theorem 1 which was 
communicated to us by Aart Blokhuis and Tamfis Sz6nyi. 
For H(q), every point lies in r blocks, where r= (v -1 )2 / (k -1 )= 
q7 _ q3. The constant function f (P )  = 1/k = 1/(q 3 + 1) is a fractional hitting 
set of H(q), and ] f l=v /k=(q4+qZ+l ) (q3+l )  ~. By Lemmal2 ,  
h(H(q)) <<, (1 + ln(q 7 - q3))(q4 + q2 + 1)(q3 + 1) ~ < (1 + 7 In q)(q2 + 1) q-~. 
For q ~> 5, this upper bound for h(H(q)) is less than q3+ 1; when q = 3, the 
smallest hitting sets are the lines of H. In both cases, the smallest hitting 
sets of H(q) are blocking sets. Then b(H(q))= h(H(q)), and the proof of 
Theorem 1 is complete. 
The upper bound is less than q2+ 1 for q~>23, which establishes 
Remark 3. 
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